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Witches Will be Witches: The Accusation of Female Power
“Rape is kinda like the weather. If it’s inevitable, relax and enjoy it,” Clayton Williams
(R-TX 1990). “If it’s a legitimate rape, the female body has ways to try to shut that whole thing
down,” Todd Akin (R-MO 2014). “Rape victims should make the best of a bad situation,” Rick
Santorum (R-PA 2012). “Even when life begins in that horrible situation of rape it is something
that God intended to happen,” Richard Murdock (R-IN 2012). “If a woman has (the right to an
abortion), why shouldn’t a man be free to use his superior strength to force himself on a woman?
At least the rapist’s pursuit of sexual freedom doesn’t (in most cases) result in anyone’s death,”
Lawrence Lockman (R-ME 1995).
Comments like those listed above are just some of the abhorrent things political leaders
have said about women in the past few decades. Although seemingly statements of simple,
blatant sexism—remarks, and actions, such as these have spurned a social and political
movement. According to the movement’s website, the Me Too Movement is meant to empower
and recognize survivors of sexual abuse and assault. It is meant to stop men like Williams, Akin,
Santorum, Murdock, and Lockman from excusing detestable behavior because “boys will be
boys.” The Me Too Movement originally began in 2006, but only gained prevalence in 2017 and
2018 with the trending hashtag on social media and celebrity involvement (metoo.org).
However, some took this undertaking as a chance for bitter women to accuse men of
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inappropriacy to strip them of their good name and standing. Many have gone so far as to call the
Me Too Movement a witch hunt.
The invocation of the term witch hunt in particular is unsurprising, as it has a long and
troubled history, and is used today to discredit politically motivated movements. Major political
players have touted the phrase from press conferences to Twitter feeds. However, in the case of
the Me Too Movement, the term witch hunt is particularly weighted as it carries with it a
complicated Puritan, female, past. Witch hunts have not always been a symbolic representation
of a threatening entity to society—they were an authentic reaction to the inexplicable in early
American life. Most notably, the Puritan witch trials have gone down as an infamous miscarriage
of justice and have become a morbid fascination of contemporary media. It is astounding and
somewhat disheartening to realize that the Puritan witch trials, which are far more complex than
the stereotype Salem provides, have been largely misunderstood for what they really were. In
this paper I will explore the dissemination of accusation and blame and the lack of substantial
evidence as the perpetuation of the witch hunt mindset and the inversion of female power by our
society’s patriarchal powers that be. I will then explain how the Me Too Movement arose in
response to this denigration of women, and how it too has come to be considered the next witch
hunt in a long and troubled line of he said/she said.
Countless scholars have tried to offer explanation for the witch trials of early America. In
particular, noteworthy author John Demos provides a detailed look into the accusations and trials
that took place in seventeenth century New England. In his book Entertaining Satan, he offers
important insight into understanding the shockingly broad scope of the trials and their
dissemination by exploring social, political, ecological, and psychological factors that potentially
shaped the New England mind set. However, he fails to fully consider the importance of the
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female presence in the trials. He claims that “an easy hypothesis—perhaps too easy—would
make of witchcraft a single plank in a platform of ‘sexist’ oppression” (Demos 63). While it
would be admittedly unfair to reduce the trials of early America to a mere act of misogyny, he
over steps by ignoring how the blame placed on these women, frequently by other women,
perpetuates the witchcraft myth. The continuation of “witch trials” throughout American history
shows the shifting paradigm of society—beginning with the blame on women for the
unexplained hardships in precolonial life all the way to the Me Too Movement of the twenty-first
century.
Historically, witch hunts and witch trials have occurred for centuries. Existing long
before the United States adopted the term to describe political movements, witch hunts were at
times a frenzy in early Europe, spouting from the Old Testament declaration that witches must
not live. The fear carried over as settlers came to the Americas, with witch trials occurring
primarily in New England until the climax of Salem village. The phrase eventually was adopted
to delegitimize political and social movements that were potentially harmful to those with social
or political power. The expression was used frequently in the late 1940s and early 1950s to
criticize the Red Scare (America’s fears over communist infiltration during the Cold War).
President Nixon spouted the phrase as the Watergate investigation closed in. The term has once
again gained popularity in the twenty-first century as major political and social movements take
place (Hendrix). When Donald Trump was elected president, he frequently has used the term to
decry Robert Mueller’s FBI investigation into Russia’s involvement with the 2016 election.
Witch hunt has also unsurprisingly been applied to the Me Too Movement.
Beginning in Europe and spreading to the colonies, the fear of witchcraft was a very real
thing for Christians of the time. In New England in particular, the belief in witchcraft was a
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normal part of life—fluctuating in and out of prominence like any other social issue. Examining
this belief through a postmodern scholarship, many have tried to offer “logical” causes for the
panic that at times arose around a seemingly illogical issue. However, imposing such views can
discredit what was a very real fear for Puritan settlers. Putting aside the “logicality” of the issue,
to understand how the Puritan witch trials have shaped our society today, one must first
understand the witch hunts themselves.
It is broadly assumed that Salem was the standard—that mass hysteria would spiral out of
control and hundreds of women would be burned at the stake all the time. This, however, is a
harsh misrepresentation. Salem is hardly the standard, and even so the number executed is often
widely misreported. It is also important to note that while women were more often accused than
men, the trials and accusations spanned both sexes. Excluding the outlier of Salem, of the one
hundred and thirty-nine people accused, twenty-seven of those were men, and only two of those
men were executed (Demos 409). The fear of witch craft was also entirely driven by the strong
tones of religion that dictated every aspect of Puritan life. According to Lyle Koehler, author of
A Search for Power, it was believed that “a constant struggle raged between the Biblical
Commonwealth and the forces of evil” (Koehler 265). These Calvinists living in America did not
question the idea that the Devil was a real and physical threat to their society—and therefore illmeaning people might make bargains with him to harness his unnatural power. The fear of
maleficum, “the ability to injure humans and property through supernatural means” (Koehler
268), was therefore a logical answer when strife arose in Puritan communities. It is also
necessary to acknowledge that this led some to actually engage in what they believed where
“sorceries” (Koehler 267).
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How then, were good, honest Puritans to know when their misfortunes were punishments
from God or the wicked actions of a witchy neighbor? Some surely assumed that they were
protecting their community from the Devil when they believed themselves to be exposing
witches in their communities. However, this does not always seem to be the case. When
examining individual accusations of witchcraft in Puritan New England, many such accusations
appear more complicated than the true fear of the adversary’s influence. In the case of Anne
Hibbins, Hibbins was a woman who failed to become the submissive Puritan woman. Although
married, she was constantly at odds with her community for failing to be humble and
subservient. Facing the wrath of even Cotton Mather, Hibbins continued with “a lack of
modesty” (Koehler 207) which eventually led her to the gallows after the accusation of
witchcraft. Anne Hutchinson, although never convicted for witchcraft, was accused along with
heresy after claiming to receive revelation from God. Hutchinson led religious discussions in her
home and refused to recant her beliefs before clergy members. She and her brood of children
were excommunicated and exiled from the colony (The Antinomian Controversy). Mary Glover
fell under suspicion of witchcraft after being accused of stealing linens from her employer and
her employer’s children subsequently fell ill. Glover was taken to court and by her own
admission practiced witchcraft. As a Catholic Irishwoman living in Puritan New England, Mary
Glover had little hope of “fitting in.” She was ultimately executed for her crimes (Hall 265-279).
These were all examples of wayward women—females who failed to fit the mold of the
proper Puritan woman and were essentially punished for it. As Demos states, accusations of
witchcraft were not singular to the feminine sex. For example, one might examine the case of
John Godfrey. Godfrey was not a typical New England Puritan man—he remained unmarried for
all of his life, owned no land, and did not hold a steady job. He was often known to be in
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disputes with his neighbors—who despite this often gave him shelter. On several occasions
ranging from 1659-1662, Godfrey was accused of witchcraft. He was sent to trial twice but was
eventually acquitted. Even to his death, Godfrey failed to comply with Puritan norms. Often in
and out of the courts for various legal reasons, Godfrey never put down any roots and settled
(Hall 115-133). There might be many explanations for Godfrey’s unusual behavior—Demos
theorized that perhaps Godfrey was a homosexual. While this is not totally unsound from the
diminutive evidence we have of the man, it matters little why Godfrey was the way he was. What
is more notable is his escape of serious punishment over his encounters with what seems to be
the dark arts. Each time accusations of witchcraft were leveled against him, Godfrey defended
himself in court. Despite the use of specter evidence against him, Godfrey was able to escape
conviction and even re-enter society.
One must consider such implications. If Godfrey had been a woman, would the results
been the same? Undoubtedly not. Would a woman have been able to defend herself to a jury and
been considered a reliable voice? Had she been acquitted, would she have been welcomed back
into her community? One can only gather, based on the one hundred and twelve others accused
who were women (like Anne Hibbins, Anne Hutchinson, and Mary Glover), that had Godfrey
been of the “gentler sex” his fate might have been far different. In reality, blaming these women
for the inexplicable was a way of maintaining the balance of power in Puritan society. Laurel
Thatcher Ulrich once said, “Well behaved women seldom make history.” Ulrich’s statement was
perhaps more profound than she knew—for in Puritan times, allowing women to misbehave
allowed them a certain degree of power—acting as they so chose meant they were not acting as
their patriarchal leaders expected them to. The trials were a way of re-stabilizing that power and
maintaining the status quo.
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It is interesting to consider that often the charges laid at the door of these women were
more often by other women. Although Puritans offered women a greater role in society than their
European forefathers, women were still invariably the weaker sex. Not only in body, but in mind
and spirit as well. This meant that both their bodies and their souls were more privy to the
temptations of Satan (Reis 95). Having been raised in such a narrative, women would have
surely believed this about themselves. On the one hand this meant that a woman struggling with
colonial life might feel more tempted to turn to the Devil for aid because she believed herself
more susceptible. On the other hand, God-fearing women might have had a keen eye for their
peers that did not seem to love Jesus quite as much as they should. Not only did this take the
shape of conversing with the Devil and enchanting your neighbor’s cows—but it stretched as far
as fornicating with the Devil and his minions because the flesh was just as weak as the spirit
(Reis 98). Instead of turning to the Devil and his book for power, some women (probably
subconsciously) chose to police their peers in this world of seeming chaos, and were able to
grasp hold of some level of power in their extremely patriarchal society and uncontrollable
world.
Keeping this complicated history in mind, it is then interesting to consider the application
of the phrase witch hunt in modern times. Although women were able to take hold of this power
in their lives in early America, ultimately after the hysteria of Salem, the witch trials began to
significantly fade. Although the belief in witchcraft did not disappear, the executions did. Puritan
society became widely disillusioned with the horrors perpetuated by such accusations, and the
trials were looked on with shame. As American society progressed, various “witch hunts”
proceeded to take place. As aforementioned, the phrase has cycled in and out of news outlets for
decades. The Me Too Movement in particular has often been classified as a witch hunt—an
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effort to destroy honest God fearing men by liberal “feminazis” who seek to destroy all that is
good and holy.
This movement gained traction as Hollywood actresses leveled accusations against big
time producer Harvey Weinstein, while men like Woody Allen came to his defense. Although
admitting Weinstein’s actions were distasteful, Allen stated, “You also don’t want it to lead to a
witch hunt atmosphere, a Salem atmosphere, where every guy in an office who winks at a
woman is suddenly having to call a lawyer to defend himself. That’s not right either” (Chow.) In
an interview where he was asked about the Me Too Movement, Allen’s remarks, and
Hollywood, actor Liam Neeson said he found the gender pay gap deplorable, but when asked if
he would take a pay cut so that an actress would receive a fair wage, he responded, “Pay cut? No
no no no no, that’s going too far” (Papenfuss). Disinclined to admit that female power would
equally distribute the unequal power currently appropriated to men, Neeson and Allen are just
others in a long chain of those unwilling to allow the paradigm to shift—admitting there is a
problem but being unwilling to change it only furthers the deprivation of female power in our
culture.
Why then is female power such a threat to society? Twenty-first century America appears
to be a far cry from seventeenth century Puritan New England—yet many of our essential fears
and anxieties remain in place. Although Puritans saw witchcraft as a very real threat, one might
argue that the real threat was the accusations themselves. Once an accusation was leveled against
a person, it was difficult to go back. Even if the accused was acquitted, the stain often followed
them in life and resulted in more accusations down the road (Demos 402-409). In an article
written for the American Psychological Association, Andrew E. Monroe explores shifting ideas
of blame in society. He states, “blame emerged in human history as a social costly tool for
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regulating other’s behavior” (Monroe 1). In Puritan times, this meant policing your own society
for evil that could potentially threaten your entire community. Today, for women, it is a way of
taking back what was stolen—control. However this blame is seen as its own new witch craft.
Monroe also claims, “Whereas moral judgments of permissibility, badness, or wrongness are
directed at behaviors that violate moral standards, judgments of blame single out the person who
violated the standard” (Monroe 2).
In early New England, Puritan faith required serious and often public penitence for sin. It
was assumed when catastrophe struck it was a punishment from God, and Puritans were told to
be even more vigilant. Perhaps in a world where so little was in the realm of their control,
women placing blame on their peers was a way of externalizing what they could not understand.
Self-flagellation did not produce better crops, despite the common belief, so if it wasn’t your
fault maybe it was your neighbor’s. By violating the standard, for Puritans, that put your entire
community at risk—and because the fear of witchcraft was so real, this left “the weaker sex”
especially susceptible.
While John Demos’ book is an insightful look into some of the many aspects that
affected the witch trials, by ignoring the issue of gender he overlooks a crucial—at time perhaps
the most crucial—factor of the witch hunts. Authors such as Carol Karlsen and Elaine Forman
Crane explore the gaps in Demos’ argument and seek to give a wider scope to this time in
history. In her book, Devil in the Shape of a Woman, Karlsen boldly declares, “The fascination
with witchcraft is perhaps especially pronounced in the United States, where its most dramatic
episode took place too late, and among too educated a populace, for us to dismiss it as mere
‘superstition’” (Karlsen xi). Although presenting even the concept of witch trials as superstition
is a bit reductive, Karlsen opens the door for a deeper look into the motivating forces behind the
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England (Karlsen xi).
Karlsen also makes an important study of perhaps the most noted text in connection to
the Puritan witch trials—The Crucible. Although written in response to the Red Scare of the
Cold War, this book is the primary source of information society uses for witch hunts in early
America. Although as previously noted, Salem was an outlier in the manifestations of witchcraft,
it has become the focal point of study. While widely fictionalized, this play does perhaps offer an
interesting glance into the dangers of blame and accusation surrounding the unknown. Setting
aside Puritan beliefs in physical manifestations of witches, like a witch’s teat, it was impossible
to prove someone was a witch other than another party witnessing their sorcery. This made the
use of specter evidence permissible and even accepted. Therefore, when the inexplicable
happened, witch craft was a very real possibility. The Crucible details young girls claiming to
have seen women, and sometimes men, talking with the Devil and writing their names in his
book.
Karlsen points out that when such fictionalized retellings of the witch trials are the
popular impressions of society— Salem becomes the normalized version of the New England
witch trials, and so mass mania and hysteria are expected to accompany the phrase witch hunt
anywhere it goes. It is therefore foreseeable that the trials are so vastly misunderstood (Karlsen
xii). Although some aspects of Miller’s work offer insight into the craze that at times seemed to
occur, it is no wonder that popular media has grown to misuse the term witch hunt so broadly.
While blame and accusation are the foundational problems of witch hunts, specter evidence as
seen in The Crucible—evidence based on another’s testimony that they saw a specter—becomes
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“witch hunt.”
It is then unsurprising that as the Me Too Movement gained traction, the term witch hunt
was touted from Washington and Hollywood’s roof tops. Supreme Court candidate Brett
Kavanaugh had the makings of the next Harvey Weinstein when Dr. Christine Blasey Ford
accused him of trying to rape her as a teenager. In an article published on The Hill, a popular
political site, one author pens a particularly vehement piece describing Brett Kavanaugh as the
John Proctor of his day. It is ironic that Proctor becomes the hero of this text—a man standing
his moral ground to a community that was attempting to subvert female power—and the author
of this article, Kassy Dillon, widely misunderstands this irony. She claims that like Proctor,
Kavanaugh’s name has been dragged through the mud so thoroughly that his entire life has been
destroyed. When Dr. Ford leveled her accusations against Kavanaugh, she was met with a
variety of responses. Countless news outlets questioned her motives and the timing of her claims.
By the time it came for Ford to attend a hearing about her accusations, she had been required to
move from her home multiple times and had received multiple death threats. And yet somehow
Brett Kavanaugh was the one who cried witch hunt. For him, a job was at stake—for her, her
entire life stood trial.
Dillon states, “The United States in 2018 mirrors Salem of 1692, where evidence doesn’t
matter and your political preferences can make you lose everything you spent your life working
for.” It seems remarkable to contrast a time in which people stood trial for their life with a time
when someone attended a court hearing for a job. The reception of Dr. Ford’s testimony
demonstrates the subversion of female power in the twenty-first century. In Puritan times,
women who did not conform to societal norms or were considered unusual were accused of
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themselves because they have once again attempted to take hold of some level of power in
society. The Me Too Movement rejects patriarchal values that claim women who dress or act a
certain way deserve what they get, and return the power back to women. Yet these actions are
seen as an attack on traditional values, and instills fear and distrust in a wide span of the general
populace. As a society, any female attempt to retain power results in anxiety and rejection by our
patriarchal systems.
However, one cannot make these claims whilst ignoring flaws in such an argument.
While Dr. Ford’s moving testimony gave all the appearance of truth—Dillon is not incorrect in
comparing her words to specter evidence. There is no concrete proof that Kavanaugh tried to
rape Dr. Ford as a teenager—there is no way to prove such a claim, as is the case with countless
women involved in the Me Too Movement. We cannot decry the treatment of women’s voices
without acknowledging the flaw in the system—they have no proof. Were society structured to
support female power, to shun those who attempted to rob women of their consent, and to
encourage women to report lewd behavior when it occurred, such a flaw would not exist. But it
does. It exists because ultimately society doesn’t want women to truly be equal to men. The
patriarchal organization we now have undermine female power to men’s whimsy. Although
those that call the Me Too Movement a witch hunt would never claim any animosity towards
women, the simple truth is that much of society has subconscious prejudices.
In her book Witches, Wife Beaters, and Whores, Elaine Forman Crane explores the legal
implications of Puritan times. She offers much needed context that explains how the Puritan
legal system was an interwoven part of their culture, as opposed to an entity separate from it. She
explains how social moments can easily become legal ones, whether “at work or leisure” (Crane
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extremely public, and any degree of deviance was popularly known. It is no wonder then that the
accusation of witch craft was so feared—once said it could not be unsaid. And if one member of
the community were to deviate what was to stop others? Today’s fear of sexual malpractice is
therefore not dissimilar—with the ease in which we disseminate information and the way lives
are made public by the internet, secrets are not hidden for long. Tabloid and professional gossips
spread information like wildfire, and it is there for easy to see why fear of accusations then and
now were and are so prominent. Although modern times seem to have progressed far beyond
those of early New England, many socio-economic struggles remain. Crane states,
“People assaulted and maligned each other in Virginia as well as New
Amsterdam; witches (under other names) threatened Americans in the
seventeenth century— and thereafter. Domestic abuse pervaded the colonies and
then the states. Sexual assault and its collision with race and gender were never
limited to Rhode Island, while debt and inheritance controversies plagued
Americans wherever and whenever they lived (and died). Law mattered— and
matters— because reputation, negotiated limits of violence, sexuality, race,
economic standing, familial and communal relationships were and are issues of
deep concern” (Crane 4).
Although witches in the traditional sense do not plague the American mindset, sexual assault and
violence do—and witchcraft and the Me Too Movement were both reactions to those vicious
forces.
Ultimately, the perpetuation of the phrase witch hunt highlights the difference between
our modern paradigm and the paradigm of early Puritans. In New England, such accusations and
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harsh and unknowable world. The use of specter evidence was all they had—when children or
livestock fell ill, maleficum was high on the list of suspects. Today, these accusations have
become inverted yet somehow still detract female power. Women are the accusers, but instead of
turning on their fellow female peers, they are instead rejecting man’s attempts to overpower
them—and are somehow are still the brunt of the joke. In the end, the real accusation against
women is that they have power that they shouldn’t have. Looking back on my opening
statements, it is no wonder that the Me Too Movement has formed as a response. Claiming that
rape is inevitable like the weather, or that women should make the best of it, or that it might
come from God, or even that men have the right to do what they want with women shows that in
much of the public mindset women have no right to power, and fighting for it just makes them
witches. Just as these same voices say boys will be boys, it seems that women will be witches—
and nothing can be done to change it.
Nevertheless, the simple fact that researchers like Karlsen and Crane have undertaken the
gaps left in scholarship by the likes of Demos shows that to some degree society is interested.
After all, we study witch hunts and witch trials for a reason—countless articles are written about
the phrase’s usage and society’s fear that such things will occur again. Forces for change like the
Me Too Movement have gained traction for a reason—undermining and degrading women to
maintain the current balance of powers is becoming less and less permissible. If we take early
New England as our model, then the immediate reaction of fear and anxiety perhaps will begin to
diminish as it did for nonconforming Puritan women. After the breaking point of the witch trials
in Salem village—the acceptance of witchcraft and the fear surrounding the trials slowly
dwindled to disbelief. Might this be the case for the treatment of the Me Too Movement? Might
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women’s rejections of patriarchal dominance slowly become the norm? It yet remains to be seen,
but if history tells us anything, as long as witches will be witches societal unrest and subsequent
change will always be the true status quo.
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